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Abstract

Purpose
Physicians routinely transition responsibility for patient care to other physicians. When transitions of responsibility occur before the clinical outcome is known, physicians may lose opportunities to learn from the consequences of their decision making. Sometimes curiosity about patients does not end with the transition and physicians continue to follow them. This study explores physicians’ motivations to follow up after transitioning responsibilities.

Method
Using a constructivist grounded theory approach, the authors conducted 18 semistructured interviews in 2016 with internal medicine hospitalist and resident physicians at a single tertiary care academic medical center. Constant comparative methods guided the qualitative analysis, using motivation theories as sensitizing constructs.

Results
The authors identified themes that characterized participants’ motivations to follow up. Curiosity about patients’ outcomes determined whether or not follow-up occurred. Insufficient curiosity about predictable clinical problems resulted in the choice to forgo follow-up. Sufficient curiosity due to clinical uncertainty, personal attachment to patients, and/or concern for patient vulnerability motivated follow-up to fulfill goals of knowledge building and professionalism. The authors interpret these findings through the lenses of expectancy-value (EVT) and self-determination (SDT) theories of motivation.

Conclusions
Participants’ curiosity about what happened to their patients motivated them to follow up. EVT may explain how participants made choices in time-pressured work settings. SDT may help interpret how follow-up fulfills needs of relatedness. These findings add to a growing body of literature endorsing learning environments that consider task-value trade-offs and support basic psychological needs of autonomy, competency, and relatedness to motivate learning.

Physicians routinely transition responsibility for patient care to other physicians, but sometimes their curiosity or sense of responsibility does not end with the transition. Several studies identify adverse consequences of transitions for patient safety and physicians’ learning, but few examine instances when physicians follow up with patients for whom they are no longer responsible. When transitions of responsibility occur before the clinical outcome is known, physicians may lose opportunities to learn from the consequences of their decision making. Yet, some physicians pursue follow-up as part of their regular practice. What motivates them? Monitoring clinical outcomes and recalibrating diagnostic decisions based on follow-up is considered important for learning from experience and minimizing diagnostic errors. However, this self-directed monitoring proves challenging for most physicians in today’s work environment. Given the potential educational value of following up, we wanted to better understand how physicians characterize their goals for follow-up and how they choose which patients to follow after transitioning responsibility.

When motivation is framed as a goal-directed process, goals provide the impetus and motives initiate and sustain activities in pursuit of those goals. This framing suggests a need to explore both physicians’ goals and their motivational processes for following up on patients. Our need to understand physicians’ motives and goals stems from our assumption that follow-up helps physicians learn, and that stimulating trainees to follow up may be a strategy for education. The purpose of this research is to explore the phenomenon of physicians’ follow-up activities and choices after transitioning responsibility for patients to other physicians to better understand what motivates them.

Method
We used a constructivist grounded theory approach and conducted semistructured interviews with internal medicine (IM) hospitalist physicians and IM residents from a tertiary care academic medical center and/or its affiliated Veterans Affairs hospital. We chose to focus on these practice settings because transitions of responsibility occur frequently with no expectation of ongoing follow-up for transitioned patients. Academic hospitalists in this setting have direct patient care and
supervisory teaching responsibilities as attending physicians. The institutional review board at Oregon Health & Science University approved the study.

The principal investigator (PI), a physician education researcher familiar with participants’ work context but without supervisory or evaluative relationships with them, recruited participants via e-mail between January and June 2016. The IM program director or respective unit chiefs sent e-mails inviting all IM residents and hospitalists to participate in the study by contacting the PI directly. Participation was voluntary, and e-mails assured participants of privacy and confidentiality. The PI conducted, transcribed, and deidentified all of the one-hour interviews. Because we analyzed data iteratively alongside data collection, we made slight modifications to the interview guide, probing for disconfirming examples in later interviews. After the 16th interview, the PI conducted two additional interviews to ensure sufficient information to support themes the authors were identifying and check for alternative perspectives. The last two interviews offered no new insights, so the authors deemed the sample sufficient to address the study purpose.

We used critical incident technique (CIT) to explore the phenomenon of interest. In CIT, participants are asked to recall one or more memorable experiences and answer questions about them. CIT has been used to obtain firsthand reports of exemplary and problematic work tasks, to prompt reflective writing in medical education, and to uncover unexpressed and unmet needs. Our CIT used two triggers to prompt recollections of specific clinical experiences, which participants received one day prior to the interview (see Box 1). The data obtained from CIT, therefore, are participants’ retelling of experiences as historically present. Subsequent interview questions explored more generally participants’ motivations for following up, or forgoing follow-up, after transitioning responsibility for patient care.

Three authors analyzed the data: the PI (J.B.), an experienced health professions qualitative researcher (B.O.), and an emergency medicine education researcher (J.I.). We viewed our data with a general orientation toward motivation as a sensitizing concept. We did not impose a particular theory of motivation and remained open to all potential themes. On the basis of deidentified transcripts from the first two resident and hospitalist interviews, we developed open codes, which we each applied to one new transcript. We discussed and further refined code definitions, then individually applied them to additional transcripts until the coding structure appeared stable. J.B. then used Dedoose (SocioCultural Research Consultants, LLC, Manhattan Beach, California) to code all transcripts. Two additional experienced education researchers (D.I., O.t.C.) provided theoretical and methodological guidance. J.B. used analytic memoing and network displays to facilitate discussion of axial and selective coding with all authors. We discussed our findings from the perspective of several motivational theories, which led to the development of our conceptual model drawing from two theories, expectancy-value theory (EVT) and self-determination theory (SDT). Findings were presented iteratively to a nonparticipating group of hospitalists who agreed with the thematic representation.

Table 1
Characteristics of Participants Interviewed Between January and June 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant characteristic</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospital</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University only</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA only</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both university and VA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience level, residents (n = 7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience level, hospitalists (n = 11)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2 years</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4 years</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–7 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–11 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 11 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: VA indicates Veterans Affairs; PGY, postgraduate year.

*All residents worked in both settings; none of the hospitalists worked in both settings.

Results
We interviewed 18 participants with varied levels of experience (Table 1). For representative data excerpts below, identification number and experience level are indicated for residents as R# and postgraduate year (PGY) level, and for hospitalists as H# and year range to preserve anonymity.

We identified curiosity after transitioning care as a condition to be satisfied for follow-up to occur. When participants were sufficiently curious about a patient’s outcome, they pursued follow-up to seek closure for three possible reasons, alone or in combination: resolving clinical uncertainty, personal attachment to patients, and/or concerns about patient vulnerability. Contrarily, greater clinical certainty was associated with insufficient curiosity to invest time and effort in follow-up activities. These themes, and their relationships to one another, are displayed in Figure 1. We elaborate on these themes next.
Figure 1 A model of physicians’ motivational processes for following up on patients after transitioning responsibility to another physician. After transitioning responsibility for patient care, physicians’ follow-up occurred when curiosity about a patient’s outcome exceeded the cost in time and effort of following up. Motives of clinical uncertainty, personal attachment, and/or patient vulnerability initiated voluntary activities directed toward goals of seeking closure.

Transition of responsibility
Transitions of clinical responsibility from one physician to another occurred when patients were transferred from ambulatory or emergency department settings to hospitals, from night to day resident teams, between medicine and intensive care units, and when block rotation assignments ended. For all of the data reported here, participants’ formal responsibility for patients had ended. Almost exclusively, follow-up occurred via the electronic health record (EHR). As one resident said, “even though I was more of an outsider looking at the chart … it kind of provides the closure…” [R7;PGY3].

Curiosity
Participants recognized the need to be selective in choosing which patients to follow up because of the multitude of competing demands. Curiosity, related to resolving uncertainty, motivated following up; but high levels of clinical certainty failed to motivate following up. Some acknowledged potential bias in relying on curiosity to determine which patients to follow up:

This is a bias in itself, but maybe 30%-50% of the inpatients I see … there’s not really a serious diagnostic dilemma … and the question of course then is, “am I missing diagnostic dilemmas….” I probably don’t follow up on all of those patients. [H10;3–4yrs]

Insufficient curiosity. Often stemming from repeated practice with high-frequency clinical problems, participants described “bread and butter” cases as those involving patients with common diagnoses, prototypical clinical presentations, and predictable responses to therapy. When participants had determined the diagnosis and initiated a treatment plan prior to transitioning responsibility, these cases with greater clinical certainty did not lead to follow-up because the goal of closure had been satisfied. A hospitalist described patients who failed to inspire follow-up:

I guess patients who come in with something relatively straightforward clinically, usually something like urinary tract infection, pneumonia, or maybe congestive heart failure, … things that seem a little bit clear, straightforward, they get treated, they feel better, they go home and I know that they have good follow-up and they’re reliable and going to see their primary care doctor. [H8;0–2yrs]

Sufficient curiosity. Being curious enough about the patient or the clinical outcome triggered participants’ conscious choices to follow up. Many valued following up as a way to “refine the diagnostic process” yet cited multiple competing demands and acknowledged sacrificing other work or personal time in doing so. As one resident said, “I feel like it takes time but it refines me as a diagnostician and as a person… I find this time really well spent” [R6;PGY3]. For situations stimulating curiosity, participants described being “just really curious to find out what happened” to patients. Being curious was also associated with emotions. Participants described cases of transitioned responsibility where something “doesn’t sit right” [R1;PGY1] or situations that “make me a little bit nervous” [H8;0–2yrs].

Motives for follow-up
When probed, sufficient curiosity was related to three motives that served as triggers for following up: clinical uncertainty, personal attachment, and patient vulnerability.

Clinical uncertainty. Unfinished diagnostic processes, unresolved clinical questions, unpredictable outcomes, and unfamiliar clinical problems at the point of transitioning responsibility characterized clinical uncertainty. For all participants, lingering uncertainty signaled opportunities to learn. As one resident described:

I was curious if my assessment was correct, if I predicted the course, which I didn’t. It was a learning moment. So, curiosity really drives me. I think that’s the underlying trigger … and then it leads to more reflection, a learning objective that I could use in the future. It provides a little closure. [R6;PGY3]

Residents more often than hospitalists specifically described following patients’ illness trajectories and “cases I’ve never seen before.”

I think anybody who I’ve diagnosed with a fairly poor prognosis … whether it’s cancer or some sort of terminal disease, I try to go back. That’s usually not when they’re still an inpatient, but just to see if they’re still around and try to get a sense of the course of some of these disease processes. [R5;PGY2]

For hospitalists, diagnostic uncertainty triggered a desire to verify or revise knowledge, or generally pursue self-improvement. Seeing the full picture after a transition of responsibility prompted one participant to remark, “[it] just helps me rethink [this clinical presentation] … almost like tightening your standard deviation” [H11;3–4yrs]. Another said, “I would check in on somebody when I am rotating off service the day before a really interesting consult I know is going to come … or if there’s still totally an open question…” [H16;8–10yrs].

In situations of diagnostic uncertainty, some participants expressed the desire to seek diagnostic verification. One hospitalist described follow-up after transitioning responsibility to an ICU physician:

We were worried about him … because he was sort of a crash type of transfer [to the ICU]. By that time, the C. diff stool sample had come back negative. And we’re like, “this is still the best fit for this hypothesis, what’s going on with him?”
So, we followed his case electronically over the next day and a half until we secured the diagnosis and found out what was going on with him. [H16;8–10yrs]

**Personal attachment.** A bond or personal connection with a patient or participants' investment in the person triggered follow-up out of a desire to know how a patient fared. Sometimes follow-up occurred “more because I was interested in him than the rest of the case” [H15;8–10yrs]. Other times, the diagnostic challenge created an opportunity for attachment.

I would check the chart pretty much every day actually. I think I was so fascinated by that case … and then also because I’d gotten to know the patient and family. He had a lovely family who was very attentive. Two kids who were about my age, and I was interested, just really curious to find out what happened. [H10;3–4yrs]

A resident described her connections with patients motivating follow-up as “… something about their personality, their family, whether it’s kind of a sad story, but something where you just hope it kind of all works out” [R2;PGY2]. Similarly, a hospitalist reflected on how quickly personal attachments with patients form, saying:

Sometimes I have a personal connection with a patient. I like them. And I just want to sort of check in. I have this personal investment, a relationship that we had over a brief period of time. It’s sort of amazing how you can develop this very intense relationship with a person you’ve only known for 3 or 4 days in the hospital. And also on some level, I’m just curious, “what happened to them?” [H8;0–2yrs]

Both hospitalists and residents conducted most of their follow-up through reading about patients in the EHR. However, as one hospitalist described, “I often would drop by and visit patients on the wards … the ones that I connect with…. I will mostly keep visiting on the wards after I’m off service” [H18;>11yrs].

Although most participants described bonds with patients as motivating some of their follow-up activities, one participant expressed concern:

I think when it comes down to that emotional bonding, you start to run the risk of it pushing nosiness…. I really try to make sure I am doing something that is useful for the patient when I’m getting back into [the chart]. [H16;8–10yrs]

For this hospitalist, following up needed to have purpose to be legitimate. This participant did not see a bond or personal connection as legitimate in and of itself.

**Patient vulnerability.** Awareness of risks to patients’ well-being also triggered follow-up. Several participants described “worrying” about patients’ vulnerability in a health care system with multiple discontinuities. They perceived patients to be especially vulnerable at transition points where important details could fall through the cracks. Participants followed up “because I didn’t like how the [test result] was trending” [R3;PGY2] or to see “they did get [a follow-up appointment] in a reasonable time period” [H12;5–7yrs].

Inadequate social supports also contributed to patients’ vulnerability. One hospitalist said, “Sometimes I’m interested in patients that have very difficult social situations … and I’m worried that something happened to them” [H8;0–2yrs]. One hospitalist distinguished bonding from advocating for vulnerable patients:

… Because of the socioeconomic issues at play, sketchy discharges are often not the ones I particularly bonded with, to be quite honest with you. This is often a person with substance abuse and a personality disorder who might be very challenging to work with [and] is also the person, I think, with the highest-risk discharge…. I think the question I’m trying to answer when I get into [the chart] … is there something I can do to help either this patient or a patient in the future? [H16;8–10yrs]

Some participants expressed discomfort with a perceived loss of control over the outcome after transitioning responsibility. Describing worry about discharging patients before uncertainty is resolved, one hospitalist said, “… for me, it’s more disconcerting when I don’t quite know what’s happening but the patient wants to leave the hospital and follow up with their outpatient doctor,” which was “a little bit scarier as a hospitalist” [H8;0–2yrs].

**Goals of seeking closure**

Participants’ reflections on curiosity revealed clinical uncertainty, personal attachment, and patient vulnerability as triggers to follow up, and motivated participants to pursue their goals of seeking closure. For clinical uncertainty, closure involved going back to “try to get a sense of … the course of some of these disease processes” [R5;PGY2] or following “his case electronically until we secured the diagnosis” [H16;8–10yrs]. For personal attachment, closure involved wanting to find out what happened to patients or “know the end of the story” [H10;3–4yrs]. For patient vulnerability, closure involved ongoing monitoring of patient care after responsibility had been transitioned because of worry that critical test results could get “lost” in the mix of multiple teams “transitioning off” [R6;PGY3] or perceiving patients with psychosocial challenges to be “the highest-risk discharge” [H16;8–10yrs].

**Discussion**

We identified seven themes italicized below (and shown in Figure 1) that characterized IM residents’ and hospitalists’ motivations to follow up on patients after transitioning responsibility to others. Curiosity about patients and their outcomes was a threshold condition that determined whether or not follow-up occurred as participants weighed benefits of follow-up against the time required. Insufficient curiosity resulted in choices to forgo follow-up, and participants’ explanations for this lack of follow-up mapped to the single subtheme of greater clinical certainty. Sufficient curiosity guided choices about which patients to follow; three subthemes motivated participants toward goals of seeking closure: clinical uncertainty, personal attachment to patients, and/or concern for patient vulnerability.

These subthemes are not new to the profession. Uncertainty is ever-present in clinical settings. Physicians describe making connections with patients as fundamental to sustaining humanistic attitudes and creating meaning for them as professionals. Advocating for vulnerable patients is a long-standing value of the profession, recently confirmed as a core competency, and a quality improvement focus. Yet, understanding how these concepts work as motives for follow-up is a different matter. We are aware that a variety of motivation theories are available to help us explore these findings further. We selected two theories of motivation, EVT and SDT, to interpret our
Identifying trade-offs fits with the EVT of motivation. This theory may explain how participants prioritized specific patients for follow-up in their time-constrained work environments. EVT posits that perceptions of competence and task difficulty influence individuals’ beliefs about the probability of success. Competence refers to feeling self-efficacious for taking action. Once individuals believe they are competent to pursue a goal (e.g., learning through closing the loop), the task (e.g., following up) will have characteristics that, when taken together, determine whether or not the goal is pursued. These characteristics—intrinsic, utility, and attainment value—relate how the task is valued relative to the cost of carrying out the task. Intrinsic value refers to the enjoyment one gets from performing the task, such as learning from resolving unanswered clinical questions. How well the task relates to one’s goals determines its utility value, such as perceiving ongoing learning as a professional responsibility. Attainment value refers to the personal importance of the task for confirming one’s self-concept—for example, as physician-as-detective, physician-as-humanist, and physician-as-advocate. Cost captures the negative aspects of carrying out the task, such as taking time away from other professional responsibilities or self-care. Tacit weighing of these task characteristics likely influenced how participants made follow-up choices. When task characteristics were implicitly summed up and exceeded the time and effort necessary to pursue follow-up, participants expressed this valuation as “being curious.” When task characteristics were less valuable to them, the cost exceeded the effort required and participants were insufficiently curious. Thus, curiosity served as a threshold concept for considering the benefit of the follow-up task against the time available to pursue follow-up.

Participants in our study confidently reported their ability to distinguish between predictable and unpredictable patient care problems. Problems with greater clinical certainty had lower task value and failed to motivate follow-up. Perhaps the predictable clinical problems our participants encountered matched closely to their existing illness scripts for these diagnoses, leaving little room for perceived opportunity to learn. Contrarily, participants’ follow-up efforts in cases of clinical uncertainty may suggest motivational goals of building new or revising existing illness scripts. Building clinical knowledge and diagnostic acumen has high attainment value for physicians, which may explain why our participants invested considerable time in follow-up activities when they were clinically uncertain. Further, unpredictable clinical problems varied by experience level, with novice participants describing more common diagnoses (e.g., lung cancer) and experienced hospitalists describing rare diagnoses (e.g., intravascular lymphoma) as problems piquing their curiosity. These differences suggest that clinical uncertainty evolves, and curiosity thresholds shift over time.

Participants were free to choose which cases they wished to follow. Their nearly uniform description of “being curious” about many clinical cases suggests that participants were intrinsically motivated to follow up. According to SDT, satisfying inherent psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness leads to enhanced intrinsic motivation to pursue novel or challenging tasks for learning. In this framework, the concepts of autonomy (having choices) and competence are similarly described in EVT. We considered the SDT concept of relatedness to help us make sense of participants’ motive of personal attachment. Relatedness refers to desires of belongingness or connection with, or being valued or cared for by others. As traditionally described in SDT, relatedness is a social construct referring to participating in significant relationships with others. This may include patients, if connection with them adds to satisfying physicians’ relatedness needs, which may be the case with thankful patients or those who add meaning to the physician’s work in a social sense. In a more recent description of the concept, relatedness is also about feeling significant to others. Thus, our participants may have pursued follow-up to fulfill their needs to experience themselves as giving or contributing to their patients.

Personal connections with patients served to motivate follow-up, yet participants carried out follow-up almost exclusively through chart review without patients’ awareness. The EHR facilitates new ways of connecting with patients in ways that did not exist when SDT was first described. It is possible that participants’ relatively brief face-to-face relationships establish enough of a connection that technology-facilitated follow-up thereafter satisfies some relatedness needs. If so, this may represent a technology-mediated cultural evolution of the meaning of relatedness. Not all participants pursued follow-up motivated by personal attachments, and one expressed an alternative view, cautioning against “nosiness.” We believe our findings warrant further investigation to better understand underlying goals related to participants’ personal attachment to patients that motivated chart monitoring.

Our findings may inspire supervising physicians to require trainees to follow up on patients to help them learn by closing the loop. Similarly, residency education and continuous professional development programs may be tempted to consider incorporating follow-up activities into their formal curricula. As tempting as that might be, we urge caution. Imposing requirements to follow up may be problematic, as such actions may undermine, not encourage, self-determined learning. Instead, we suggest taking an autonomy-supportive approach. In this view, supervising physicians would provide opportunities to choose which patients to follow up with, minimize external incentives or controls, avoid judgmental language, and encourage residents and physicians to take responsibility for following up to learn of the consequences of their earlier decisions. Physicians will always have more patients they could follow up with than time will allow. From an EVT perspective, those responsible for designing educational interventions may wish to consider the impact of trade-offs physicians make when they respond to or ignore motives for learning from following up. Reducing barriers to follow-up might...
lower the threshold for curiosity and thus support potential learning from a larger number of patients. Work and learning environments providing time for valued follow-up activities may reap learning benefits shown elsewhere.47

Our study has limitations. We interviewed IM residents and hospitalists at a single academic medical center. These face-to-face interviews allowed us to explore in depth their experiences of following up, but our findings may be context specific. We encourage readers to consider whether the findings resonate in their settings. Our use of a physician interviewer familiar with IM hospital-based work environments was useful for exploring nuanced details, but also might explain why we had difficulty eliciting incidents where participants failed to bond with or rejected attachment to patients. Participants may not have wanted to talk about patients they didn’t like in front of the physician interviewer. By using critical incident reporting, we were able to obtain specific examples from participants, which was helpful to our analysis. However, the technique relied on participants’ historical retelling of events, which is subject to bias. Their choice of incidents may not be representative and their examples may not have elicited other motives for pursuing follow-up, or other reasons to forgo follow-up. Directly observing physicians’ experiences with transitions or debriefing with them shortly thereafter would likely add a different perspective to our findings. Finally, we intentionally sought participant representation from a wide spectrum of experience, although we did not analyze our data to deliberately make comparisons by level of experience. This could be explored in future studies.

The themes we identified, and the relationships among them, provide new insight into IM physicians’ choices about following up on patients for whom they were no longer responsible. Sufficient curiosity about unresolved issues at the point of transition triggered follow-up. Clinical uncertainty, personal attachment, and patient vulnerability motivated physicians’ actions. Our interpretation of these findings through the lenses of EVT and SDT adds to a growing body of literature strongly endorsing the importance of learning environments that consider task-value trade-offs and support the basic psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness to motivate learning.26,31,34,42–47 Most existing research addresses motivation in medical students; our findings extend this discussion of complex motivational processes to residency education and continuing professional development. That our participants used the EHR to conduct most of their follow-up raises important questions about modern physician–patient relationships, yet it was clear that these physicians often sacrificed their personal time in pursuit of follow-up. When sufficiently curious, participants were clearly motivated to know the end of the story.
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